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Many people who have ever owned a pet will swear that their dog or cat or other animal has
exhibited some kind of behavior they just can't explain. How does a dog know when its owner is
returning home at an unexpected time? How do cats know when it is time to go to the vet, even
before the cat carrier comes out? How do horses find their way back to the stable over completely
unfamiliar terrain? And how can some pets predict that their owners are about to have an epileptic
fit?These intriguing questions about animal behavior convinced world-renowned biologist Rupert
Sheldrake that the very animals who are closest to us have much to teach us about biology, nature,
and consciousness. Filled with captivating stories and thought-provoking analysis, Dogs That Know
When Their Owners Are Coming Home is a groundbreaking exploration of animal behavior that will
profoundly change the way we think about animals, and ourselves. After five years of extensive
research involving thousands of people who own and work with animals, Sheldrake conclusively
proves what many pet owners already know -- that there is a strong connection between humans
and animals that lies beyond present-day scientific understanding. With a scientist's mind and an
animal lover's compassion, Sheldrake compellingly demonstrates that we and our pets are social
animals linked together by invisible bonds connecting animals to each other, to their owners, and to
their homes in powerful ways. Sheldrake's provocative ideas about these social, or morphic, fields
explain the uncanny behavior often observed in pets and help provide an explanation for amazing
animal behavior in the wild, such as migration and homing. Dogs That Know When Their Owners
Are Coming Home not only provides fascinating insight into animal, and human, behavior, but also
teaches us to question the boundaries of conventional scientific thought. This remarkable book
deserves a place next to the most beloved and valuable books on animals, such as When
Elephants Weep, Dogs Never Lie About Love, and The Hidden Life of Dogs.From the Hardcover
edition.
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First let me say, parts of the book are rather dry. Perhaps that's the scientist doing his best to
provide adequate proof. I found myself wanting to say, come on already... I accept your arguent,
give me some more stories.With that said, I did enjoy the book and find Sheldrake's proof more than
adequate. Many animals are sensitive in ways we don't understand.There was a story, from the
book, of someone who was going to commit suicide by overdose. When they went to open the
bottle, their springer spaniel jumped in their lap, bearing it's teeth and growling fiercly. The person
was so shaken that they put the pills away, at which point, the springer jumped back in the lap and
happily lapped at their owners face.I knew of a young girl who was walking home, down a deserted
street, when a sedan approached with a man demanding that she get in the car. She began to walk
faster... the car sped up... the demands became angrier... The car stopped, and a man got out and
came towards her... She said the only preyer she could think of at the time. "God, please help me."
Suddenly two dogs appeared and began barking at the man. Shaken, but not disuaded, he reached
for the girl, and a beagle juped up and bit his wrist. That was enough, the man got back into the car
and it sped off.It has been over 6 years since that incident and the girl still goes to the farmhouse
near where this happened to visit Molly and Dolly.By the way, that was not their names when all of
this happened... You see, no one had ever seen these two dogs before... before that fateful night
when a young girls prayer was answered... by two dogs who appeared from nowhere.

This book is a must for all of you who have "always marveled at your pet's unexplained powers, but
have never dared inquired about them." Indeed, there was no one to consult. Institutional science
dismisses these many instances as chancy, or explains them away in a mechanistic fashion; and
the only other explanations were thus far provided by folk legends and superstitions. Unfailingly
picturesque, but more often than not whimsical. DOGS THAT KNOW WHEN THEIR OWNERS ARE
COMING HOME, an elaboration of the author's groundbreaking SEVEN EXPERIMENTS THAT
COULD CHANGE THE WORLD, addresses just such questions, after years of painstaking research
and the accumulation of convincing evidence.This is far and away Dr. Sheldrake's most accessible

book to date, which is not to say it is a vulgarization. Far from it. In his characteristically sober yet
charming prose, he has miraculously dodged the danger of compiling a list, but has rather
presented the world with an anthology of mind-expanding instances of powers of animals. Some
ideas are particularly compelling, such as "an animal-based earthquake warning system". Once
more, he deals a blow to institutional science by beating it on its own turf, and that is, by piling up
impressive evidence, a database, etc., so as to substantiate his claims. In all likelihood, many more
"cases" will be added to his database after the general public has read this book. Perhaps tens of
thousands. If institutional science will continue to ignore these phenomena, rather than join the
author in the research, it will have de facto discredited itself in the eyes of the world. The
Appendices are also valuable, C in particular, in which the author provides the Cliff's Notes to his
own books.
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